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Slap Yourself

So, my nicotine darling,
I slapped myself when I looked at you,

Downtown slapped between concrete and catwalks you
Were sauntering with hands wound in your shirt,
Distant in dark lenses
That filter out sense,
Stringing along a slide of lines that fall back
To telling nothing. I would

Never tell on you.
Driving past wet pines
You counted out your childhood in small bites like pennies,

Then closed back into drones of power chords, not

Caught.
You slip from couch to couch to sidewalk,

Know the secrets of cigarette butts and
Bottles smashed in the balconies,

Know the scratches of a record and a roadmap,
Know how many food stamps are left in your pocket,
And how easy it is to scam.
You get along. And me, I

Look again because I've known this before, known it well,
And the curve of your neck,
And the ink on your thin wrist reminds
Me of friends gone, and

I chase the small demons out but you linger, there,
Feeding the awkward slump of my back, blinking
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Away any real talk,
Blinking apathetic like a lizard

Disarmed.

You remind me too much of crashed cars,
Of cats sleeping in the sun,

 Of case histories,
And scars.
I am paranoid by trade,
And silence makes me wince, I want
To cut out your secrets
Then shut them out, I want
To pin you down like a moth-wing fly
I want to not
Look back. 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Aalpha Pharmacy Waiting Dirge

Rue McClanahan died this morning
And I cried a little bit.

In the Aalpha pharmacy, with
Just one set of each product set in a line,
Yellowing in time
Under the cameras, watching
And the Pedialyte
Dirty white tile.
I wait for my pills.
With posters of runaways, 
I wait. 
The people who sit here look poor and insane 
And I realize I fit here
I have so become.
This is not a surprise.
This is not a surprise.
I was headed this way of a long leg of time.
They are sticking the labels
They are tightening the lids.

Rue McClanahan died this morning.
And I cried a little bit.
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The Ballad of Student Loan Default

Don't give me your pity
As I hung up the phone
The student loan lady
Once again deferred
I twist the cap
I tip the bottle
I pour the pills
Ativan two mg
Smooth loose and dropping
Fast down my throat.

Don't cry for me Argentina
And by this I mean Encino
Echo Park and North Hollywood.
Don't cry for me customer service ladies
With your thin pity and soft-serve smiles.
Ooze through the phone and stain my cheek
It is dank, my cheek
It is stained 
From the last grains of a MAC blush bought 2006.
2010 now and I'm still dabbling sad
For a lifestyle left behind 
Like a bag on a downtown train.

No matter.
Your pity, it stains.
My pills wash it out.
How many more days?
How many more calls?
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You call six times a day
The legal limit, you say,
In a tone better left for sugarcane.

But my pillbox clicks shut
Each day shorter each day 
I steal an extra Ativan 
To ease the terror of your calls 
Where I stare default between the eyes.

My eyes.

They have seen my credit sucked down
They have seen the banks refusals
Bills paid over and over while the student loan debt rises
And I can no longer pay.
I have seen the look on a woman's face
As she shits into a bag on the sidewalk
And the look on a woman's face
As the stretcher comes that will take her away.

Away.
I cannot get away.
I have turned off my phone.
I have two Ativan left for the month.
Soon the seizures will come.

Teetering on the rooftop party
I lean on a friend's shoulder
Gesture with two fingers
The Citibank building looms
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Ten stories higher
Dulled with Bud Light
I trace the letters with my fingers
Say, "I'm not one to go postal, 
But they call me six times daily.
I owe them sixteen K
So if I had a
Bullet,

I said if I had a
Bullet,

Their name 
Would 
Be
On it."
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Bonnie Brae, You Slut!

I dove to merge to the 101 with a horse cry of desperate joy.

Sometimes the 110 is like Autopia.
Fun, fun, fun, at the Autobahn,
And you're bobbling along in the sun 
With carapace car parts and beady headlights.
Seething sun
Sun like glass.
The orange sports car behind me with a face like Donald Duck
Speeds up and I must fight to merge into my turn lane.

I dove to merge to the 101 with a horse cry of desperate joy.

All these routes mapped on Google lack the gasping joy of driving,
The drunk desperation of that one cocktail too many before closing
And my girlfriend passed out in the passenger seat
Slipping down Sunset and up Bonnie Brae.

Oh Bonnie Brae, you're so easy.

Oh Bonnie Brae,
Red headed stepchild of the Echo Park backstreets,
Hold my hand, on the steering wheel and lead me home.
Through this circus of cars and B.T.L.S. tagged on vans and walls
Letters that hang over my daily walks, author unseen.
I just want my porch light and the cat that waits
Curled up against the gate as I pussyfoot up in improbable shoes.

Oh Bonnie Brae, you slut!
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But in a sandwich shop on Washington Blvd,
I, conspicuous white girl,
Am hiding my engagement ring between my fingers
And sipping sweet Subway coffee 
While waiting for a scheduled, promised, cut-rate contact lens appointment
That I showed up humiliatingly early for.

Oh Washington Blvd, you smell like pupusas and payday loans.
You slap like the EBT not accepted for cigarettes
Signs at the Food for Less
And smile like the EBT accepted signs on the ATM
At the Cannabis Caregiver Alliance
My EBT card has $37.46 left on it.
Might have to use it up today.

I dove to merge to the 10 E, groping my map
Swerving to the 110 North of palm and hibiscus.

Oh Bonnie Brae, carry me home.
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Generic Butch-Femme Poem

The way you slick your hair to the side
Then ask me to razor the back.
The way you pose in your wife-beater
Your breasts bound with an Ace bandage
Pink glitter scraped off your nails.

When I met you,
It was bows and bows, and ruffles, glitter,
Curtains of hair down your back.

It was slow, the transformation
And in a way, I changed too,
Camping it up, playing femme a little higher
Blonde bouffant, pencil skirt, heels more MILF-y.

When all the buzzwords are shed like
Masturbation or petals on a Reality TV show
Leaving the bed clear.
It's you and I and we're naked
And I fold my arms around you
And you kiss my neck sweetly, 
And the curtain closes

That's all, folks.
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Eulogy To A Hula Girl

Oh hula girl,
Six-inch hula girl that bobbled,
 That my boyfriend brought back from Hawaii
 The day we broke up,
 As a parting gift
 With the Furby
 Spring 2001.

Your pink plastic skirt was brave,
 Shredded,
 Like my heart.

I set you on my bathroom sink.
For many years of bathroom sinks you would sit.

Ten I think.
Twelve, now.

For how many relationships did your kewpie face catch toothpaste?
Your outstretched arms with flowers of palm catch rinse.
You were a constant after I forgot him.

After him turned to her,
 You were still there,
Your wreath of yellow peonies,
Your sweep of black hair,
Mine would never grow.
I kept cutting it pixie every time someone dropped me,
Baby that was often like the clock.
But you were there over my lipstick. 

Over the lines I chopped on the sink. 
Over the times I vomited
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Again
And again

Your face forgave, smiling. 
Eyes large, mouth pursed,
A face that meant promise,
Hope.
A span of green sparkle around your waist
A spring so that you bobbled.

I set you on my dorm sink in graduate school
Everyone was delighted. 
"She bobbles,” they said,
 As I began again.

Oh Hula Girl,
You broke today,
Shattered at the ankles
 As I cleaned the sink.

Clean.
The sink is
Clean.  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How to Make Up A Cold Sore

Balancing the Abreva on my cold sore
With so much smoky eye

The kohl rim tilts outward
Blends with a gold wash of sparkles as high as the brow

As low as I felt
Buying the Abreva and paper towels in the Rite Aid
A teenage boy with a handle of gin

Cut in line
I said nothing

The words he could say
I considered calling him out
Hid the medication in my hand
Stepped back 
Knew what he could say to me
Said nothing.

At home, I stroke the liner darker,
The purple shadow cat-eyes the edge
I daub medicated cream on the pustule
It stings,
I face myself in the mirror.

It will fade. 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Just Before Dawn

How many times have I heard?
"The darkest hour is just before dawn."
Is it from a movie in the seventies?
A soap opera everyone knows,
But no one remembers?

Am I the only one who doesn't know?

It is that hour now, four am,
And it is often that hour
The few cars twinkling on the 101
Out my window dark palm fronds press and wave
The slightest hint of brightness on the horizon.

Am I the only one who is awake?

Now that's naïve.  My wife is asleep in the bedroom
On the bed from my grandma
That is a little small for two.
Next to the dresser where I found Grandpa's parole papers
 From his schizophrenic break.

Mine was different. 
I didn't pick up the knife like pappy.
I didn't pick up the bottle,
No, I'd always been holding it

I picked up the man and the woman, always watching
They were always talking
I could not keep from listening.
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It is that hour now, four am,
And the pills work better now
And I'll take a few more in an hour
And maybe I'll sleep
I am happy, in a way
And in a way I am resigned.

Knowing how much worse it's been
And how much better it can be.
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Pity

Pity
Is a Beast

Self-pity
Is a Beast

Honesty
Is the beastliest best.

All I want to do is tell the truth
And be real while the fan whirls overhead
And the ring of a creditor shrills from my phone
And the cat scratches frantically at the door

I'm drinking nothing but ice water.
My bathrobe is dirty white
My nails are avocado and orchid
If you care about things like that:
The naming
Of femaleness
By it's component polymers

There's a vacuity to the dawn hours
That fills the apartment with the cool breeze of
Silence and a desire to fill it with 
As many student loan bills

And overdraft statements
 And pint glasses with pot leaves on them
 And plastic grapes
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 And tiny bottles of Bombay Sapphire
And two-bride wedding toppers

 And day of the dead brides
 And paper clips that just clean pipes
 And tarot cards
 And more tarot cards
 And a cat

And seven inch records
 A wrapper for fig jam.

I want these things to
Give me a personality
To fill in the blanks
On Ok Cupid profiles 
So I can feel the breeze flowing through me
And not have to think anymore.
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Sleeping Pills

In the cool of three am
I take a pill to sleep, 
Thinking to sleep through the heat tomorrow

Would justify the sloth.
Ends justify the means

As wine and benzodiazepines
Become another race

A race I think I can win
A race that will end in a clinic 

Or it will end in a coffin
Or it will end in the mediocrity
Or another day lived.

Long sunlight out the door of my apartment.
The dust on the bathroom floor.
The prints of my toes in it.
My hand shakes as I take the bottle

From the cabinet
As the water washes it down.

I stop shaking.
Calm that another night

Is sealed off behind me.

As the white curtains hide
The spiders that eat the gnats
They swarm in the middle of the room.
I say I will clean but it's never enough.
Just as I won't let myself take enough
To fall completely to that warm place,
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That place that is without past or future
That place without dishes or hands
I say it is never enough.

But I want to find it. 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Why I Don’t Go Outside

I've been told my range is the tragic
And I only write about myself.
Well here are some current events:

Two doors down from where I live
A 14 year kid old shot an adult, aged 35,
Six times and killed him.

With the help of a 19 year old
I stack the numbers like Legos or lipsticks or cuts on my legs.

2 – 14 – 35 – 6 – 19
I could play the lotto with this.
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Arrhythmia

I did not have a heart attack. 
I did not have a heart attack.

It's morning and it's the fourth day
Or it's the fifth.
I cried at a nurse today 
Whose name I did not know.

I did not have a heart attack.
I did not have a heart attack .

I have a heart arrhythmia
With an atrial flutter
It sounds like birdsong.

Palpitations,
Observation,
Two more days.

I'm going to rehab
 Because

I'm afraid of being in that apartment
Alone

With the shadows of loneliness
With the glints of the bottles

I have opened and their cool deep pours
If I don't stop
If I

Don't
Stop. 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This, And Also This

The hospital bed and cold sheets
I humiliate myself over and over again

For Ativan
In the vein

That should be part of detox, on-call.
Worried
About a rehab in Pasadena
Whose fancy website

Has very little actual information.

Waiting now for another shot in my arm,
And it's funny

How oxygen tubes up my nose
Trigger cocaine memories.

Similarly this IV
And I will never I am telling myself never
Go that way again
But the gold of a Blue Moon ad
On my roommate's TV
Reminds me of all I am giving up.
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Night Nurse

The unmistakable pulling of a tube connected to a needle in a vein,
That tug
That hollow feeling
That waits to be filled by the nurses that change nightly.

Some of them are kind,
They bring me a borrowed phone charger,

Ice water,
Extra coffee.

One woman,
I cried to her more than once in the dim green hours of the morning
When she said goodbye
She said she'd pray for me.

I am used to prayers for me being
Directed towards my big gay sin

To be prayed against,
To be prayed to be other than whom one is.

To her, sweet honest face turned upwards
Planes luminous in the moonlight
She said, "I will pray for you to get better."
I was moved in a way
I didn't think was possible
By such words.
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The Window At Night

How many of my own garments shuffle
With the scrubs and hospital gowns
They feel disposable
But so do mine
As I prepare
As I prepare to leave the hospital
As I prepare to go to rehab
I listen to Amy Winehouse on my headphones.
She is dead. 
That is enough
I say yes to everything, but is it enough?

I've been aware that the line I traced
Could not be walked forever
Now that my arms are traced

With more punctures
Than my own needles ever did,
I feel like a Lotus Eater
Lying in bed being shot up 
With Ativan every four hours.
Lying here,
Drifting out of shame, of sleep,
The enormity of what is about to change.

Don't put the IV in my texting hand,
I thought as the CNA placed it.
She was a vein whisperer
My veins are small and deep.
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The pity of the potassium drip
That ran through the thin skin.
My arm clenched,
I arched in pain, cried.
The vein clotted, solid blue.

At night
I would walk,
My legs awkward from disuse,
To the single window opening 
To downtown LA
A pine tree in the way
I would press

Both hands
To the glass,
 My scrubs hanging down my legs,
And stare with voracious hunger
At the skyscraper windows glowing,
The subtle pulse of the traffic.

I wanted to be there but I knew
 I could never embrace the dirty heart of the party

Anymore.

My cardiologist said
 I will have a heart attack
Or a stroke if I keep drinking.

My irregular, fluttering heart
My hands pressed, cold, to the glass

The city outside, radiating. 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Inevitable

Sin and redemption narrative
Is a bitch.
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Leaving

The first night
The benzodiazepines still live
Running through me
My voice still loud in
My own ears.

Signing out, checking out of the Silver Lake Medical Center
Against medical advice
My voice still loud in
My own ears,
My lips painted red
To seem alive again.

They ripped the IV out of my arm at the nurse's station
Peeled the cat-nipple stickers of the heart monitor.

I shouldered my bags and followed my tired wife.

It was two am
And the parking lot shone like a carnival
Sparks of car headlights and 
The tamale cart still wheeling.

I waltzed out into the arms of the city.
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Pink Cloud

There is feeling that is different.
There is a feeling that is mine.
There is a feeling in my body,

In my head.

I feel clear, cleansed clean
I feel like a dandelion shook

Until there is only the one, staunchest petal.

It is ice water
It is seltzer
It is soda water
It is gin
It is never again.

How can I make this last?
How long until I fail?
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Old Wounds, Freeways, & Things That Are Not

I sit on the orange flowered couch
In the cool of the evening
And poke at the lumps in my arms
Left by the IVs
The saline deposits
Like the hardness in my bicep

When she would plunge the needle
The speedball flowing in.

It is quiet now.

The rush of the traffic outside,
Like the ocean behind the house I grew up in
There too there was always
The soft waves
The rise and fall of white noise
But it too was freeways
Not the ocean.

I set my iPhone to ocean sounds and try to sleep
My wife calls them "my dolphins"
I feel like I am in a boat rising
And falling, far out to sea

But they are electronic
And in a way the cyborg fits

"Hooked to an appliance"
"I will donate you to science,
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You'll be hooked to an appliance."

We used to sing that, my wife and I
Hooked to several appliances,
Oxygen: a toaster
The EKG: a microwave
The blood pressure cuff: a hairdryer
The heart monitor: a TV
The IV: a waffle-maker

Now unencumbered the flesh
I am naked in front of the air conditioner
Poking my old wounds into silence.
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Practical Matters

While it is daylight, the heat makes a tube.
There is the patch in front of the a/c
Where my vinyl recliner sits.
I am there or I am nowhere.
I am melting into the cat hair floor.

There is nothing between 
Me 
And my wanting.
There is only will.
There is only the hope of sobriety.

This is what the cardiologist said
Bending over my bed at four am:
"Don't go to rehab,
 Rehab is for broke down losers with no alternatives.
When you get out, it's all about your will."

As it turns out, 
I was too broke
And too broke down with a heart condition
To get into any rehabs.
Medicare is not spoken at Promises
Or it's lesser iterations.

And so I sit in the square of cold air
That is the one patch where I can breathe
It is so hot I would not even go buy vodka
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If you paid me.
I am not going out and buying toilet paper

Although I need to.

Expedience, practicality, and desperation, 
Are all the same today. 
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Nocturne

It was the summer I was so nocturnal
My sunglasses broke in July
And I didn't get new ones
Until summer was over

Waking up bathed in sweat
Sewers under my breasts
My stomach, a swamp.
I bleed for the sun to fall.

The nights bleed until they are all the same night.
The same dark outside my windows.
The same ceaseless rush of traffic on the 101.

When dawn comes I take three pills.
The light is pale blue.
I try to sleep and get up again and again.
While my wife sleeps the sleep of the innocent.
Sleeps the sleep of the employed ,

I hop over her on the mattress,
Her mouth half-open,
A stuffed sheep clutched under her chin

And walk to the living room
Pour a glass of ice water
And wish for vodka.
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Relapse

The feeling of holding a wedding invitation
When I know the wedding was called off

Intricacies of email from the bride's mother
I am just my wife’s plus one
 But I feel it.

To not know the joy
 That can quickly delineate into sorrow
To not have your moment in the sun and tulle

Fascinators,
Fabric swatches,
A spa day.

I love this woman whom I am married to
In a way that I think might kill me.

I watch her sleep in Dino boxer-briefs,
Her red lips and red Chelsea hawk 
Cutting away from her cake frosting flesh.
I want to imprint my face into her stomach

Or between her breasts,
Where lies an A

It's for the Scarlet Letter but I like to pretend it's for me. .  

Her A is filled in in red.
The dress I have been wearing for three days is red
As I relapse from my 18 day AA commitment.
Unsatisfying vodka lemonades, 
Or a vodka guava
So many mixers since I decided sobriety meant juice.
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But here I am after three drinks.
 My tolerance is putty.
After that week in the hospital ward
Taking Ativan shots
Reading Viegener
I was renewed,
Remade,
 A new flesh,
Yet I pollute it 
again.

I wanted this to be an only time 
This night, 
This morning
I will drink my fill and then return to AA.
My bottle is too big for that
My tolerance, too little.

I don't want to build the beast
That required medical detox
I just want to build the pleasure
That I can retreat to if things go wrong.

But things will always go wrong,
I will no longer have this cave to sort it out
I need to build a new structure,
But I am weak.
My connections are tenuous,

Where do I stand?
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Where can I stand?
I am weak.
The flesh polluted.
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Waterproof Mascara

When I put on my face in the morning,
There is always a choice

Between waterproof and regular mascara
The waterproof I have had for months,
It is Maybelline,

Running dry.

The regular is MAC,
Fresh from a Christmas gift box.
It goes on black and long, perfect lines.
It runs when I cry.

These days, I pick the waterproof every time.
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Prison Tattoos

Manicured fingers meeting
Prison tattoos
Delicate fingers meeting
Prison tattoos
As they strolled down the hallway of the
Detox center
Talking up going to
Venice beach
Buying rings covered with
Skulls and bones
Drinking beer and doing
Shots of jack
And I watched them from the
Door of my room 
And they were
Released on Thursday
And never
Spoke again.
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Invocation

I.

Ava Maria Madre de Dios
Ava Maria Madre de Dios
Ava Maria
I know not the prayer
Ava Janet
This one’s for you

I know you sit there in the old folk’s home
Listening to the radio
To the words of Howard Stern

I am endlessly thankful for the carved four-post solid
The dresser with the glacial oculus
Enough drawers for me
My ex,
And my future
For the two matched chairs
One lent to my baldheaded roommate
To show her welcome
The table that holds my record player
Where I play Pearl Bailey and Johnny Mathis
For so much I thank you
For the set of cocktail glasses
For wine, water and guava juice
With copper and teal sailing ships
For the silverware with rosebuds
All these accouterments that give luxury to my
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Otherwise spare rooms

I thank you
Grandma Janet
Grandpa Dewey. 
For the gifts
From you come my genes

I was there
When you gave your house up
When you went to the home
When you died.

II. 

I am the mass of my mothers and fathers.
Virginia and Gary and Janet and Dewey

You know not what you did.

You fell in love.

Begninia and Guido,
You wanted to be Americans.
You became Virginia,
The beauty of El Cajon.
You became Gary,
The soldier in WWII.
You never knew the burden of what you carried
You changed your names
You fell in love
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And I don’t blame you.

Begninia
Virginia
My abuela

I always wanted to be as beautiful as your pictures
I didn’t know the cursed nature of pretty
I love you as the strength behind my family.

I know your brother killed a man.
I know your sister was schizophrenic.
I know your brother died on a motorcycle.

I don’t want to be alone anymore
I drink from these glasses
Sleep on this bed.
Night after night
I think of you.

III. 

Janet
You wore pink to his funeral
Dewey went after you with a butcher knife.
Dewey thought you were cheating
Dewey gave me everything for Christmas
Dewey who I never suspected
Dewey of the beer belly and pink blue eyes
Dewey of the dishonorable discharge
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And faded letters from a man in Kentucky

Janet and Dewey of the Queen Anne furniture.
In which you never sat,
Inherited from an aunt 
That Dewey may have slept with
We’ll never know
And death is quiet and peaceful enough for forgiveness.

IV. 

All I know.
Behind my pills
Is I’m bipolar and psychotic
A mix from all of you
Whom I love
Despite
Whatever
You’ve granted me.

I mean not the heirlooms
However lovely
I mean
More, the bed is haunted.

Sleeping in Virginia’s bed 
Christmas post Gary’s death
I popped some beers
Fell asleep with Reader’s Digest
I sensed a man
Knew it was you
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Gary looking for Virginia and finding me
Me
Twenty-nine and tipsy in her blue flannel nightie
I ache for grandma to hear you
Remembering your yellowed body
Your cold hand when I went in too late
I wept at your funeral in a black mantilla
I hoped now whatever I could give you would be enough.
I always loved you
For teaching me of Sicily

I feel your spirit which I had sensed walking the halls many times
I feel your spirit looking past me for Virginia
I try to speak with you
You spent the night in my dream.
I hope to be close enough to Virginia
And give you what you need

My heart aches for both of you.

V.

It is different with Dewey.
Dewey never came back to see me,
His death is different.
He left me with the blood
Blessed and cursed.
The madness scores me
The liturgy of pills that I take each dawn and evening
The penance of AA 
The catechism of psychiatry
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My genes, I know that pain I stalk it with my boyfriends
As you have
As you did
As you tried to kill Janet
As Tod laid his hands around my neck

“Do you want to die, Andrea?”
“Do you want me to take you to the river?” 

I do not want to die
I want to live

The grim echoes of the schizophrenia
That I felt taking me to all the hospitals
And out again to lead and live in spirit
To be psychic
To be queer
To be mad
To be fiery

To have white trash sass

My madness I feel from him, 
My paranoia

As the child of this violence
All I did was drug myself:
Cocaine
Speed
Heroin
Meth
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Adderall
Xanax
Seroquel
Depakote
Risperdal
Wellbutrin
Abilify
Lexapro
Topamax
Tegretol
Haldol
Ativan
Klonopin
Prozac
Saphris
Marijuana
How much will be enough?
How much medicine will be enough?

To end this night
To find me peace.

For how many nights will I sleep on the bed of our madness?
Burning
Before 
The phoenix rises.
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Fucking Without a Forth Step

Danger is an aphrodisiac
Disobedience is sexy
I threw the 12 steps to the wall to fuck you
Now are you gonna let me?
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Coward, With Tips

Why do I need you to come home?
You are at the bar in MS-13 land
I am home, drunk wearing no pants
I skipped out of outpatient because
My kidneys hurt
I passed out on a tree
And I didn’t want to over-share anymore.

I am alone.
I want your LA-tattooed arms to hold me but you can’t hold anyone
Not your ex,

Still filed as my love in your Samsung Galaxy
Not your baby momma,
 The little girl you haven’t seen in awhile
Not your sister,

Who you tell me must never know I exist.

I am the whore that you hide.
I am the white girl with a safety net.
I am the mixed girl who never learned how to fight.
These acrylic tips won’t defend you or I.

This winged eyeliner is Stila bullshit.

You tell me if some youngsters jump us at the Rite Aid
That I should jump in and any homies would join us.
Bitch please,
I have been raped five times that I remember
And don’t count the times I was passed out or blacked out.
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Knocked out isn’t a category…yet

What you don’t know can hurt you.

I would run every time.
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Over

For the three weeks
He slept by my side
I became attached to the songs
He would play himself

As he fell asleep,
Loud in the night.

Later, 
After he had left
I had given away his clothes,
I forgot all of the songs

He used to play.

I retained my power
To listen to my own songs

In my own address
My address is Hollywood.
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On the Amtrak Bus

Bakersfield I can smell you
But it is only antiseptic 
And the clean air and fields outside
Trucks pass like monoliths

The drill of grapevines the road stretches
The desert block company
The fire electricity lines
My books aside for the moment
Reading American Gangbang
The American dream of success in California
The sexy success that California emits

I was born in Glendale
My parents took me away when I was three
To San Diego which 
Was never truly home
The way Los Angeles is home
The way Hollywood is home
I live in LA and San Francisco was home once.

I am Amtrak bus train bound to the Bay Area
Walnut Creek and Hayward serene nests
By the untested chaos of San Francisco
We won’t be going there this time
Although I know the Rickshaw Stop
Has Club 1994 this Saturday.

I have spent quite enough time at the Rickshaw Stop
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I have partied quite enough in that fashion.
For fashion was all there was once.

And now there is more
There is adventure 
There is my sister and her partner
There is the friend I am visiting
Who I am so happy to see
There is the winding road of the railroad
Wending me back home to the Bay. 
Serene in the knowledge
That I won’t find
What I’m not
Prepared for.
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Man, Bat and Tiger

I.

I see the bat and tiger
The skulls with screwdrivers through them
I see the needles behind your eyes
Your sinews
Boxing muscles
Strong the weight of all
You have surmounted.

I see what a good man you are
Your face like a Spanish nobleman
Your kind and holy family
Sparking like photo books in your bookshelf
The kindness and sweetness in your arms

II.

The way
You seek 
To cleave
To me
Our minds
Our souls
Our bodies
As I unfold beneath you
As you fuck me.
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We are as one I am
Your woman
Your property
I would change my name to add yours.
But my ego won’t allow it.

I want to be with you
And serve you.

But you,
You get angry
Again and again for these things
I can’t help from doing,
I don’t know I’m doing.
I hear my name in anger
And I never know what I did.

III.

I live out an esoteric murmur
On the periphery of Hollywood
Lurking.
Limpet.

A lost Angelene apparition,
I haunt.
And you haunt too.
We are ghosts together
Like the past I left behind,
The wife I lost behind me.
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We
Are one
You are
My Soulmate
As she
Was my Soulmate 

I have one of each gender
I am double
As
Two.

IV.

I read the tarot.
I turn the cards.
I see again and again 
We will be engaged, marry.
I want this so badly.
I can taste it.

But I see your dissatisfaction
Your strong arms and bulging shoulders
This morning
The hot dash of coffee in my mouth
You want more than I can give
Sometimes
 
You want me to bear
And raise you children
And this,
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This I cannot do.

I so barely
So recently
Gained such a perfect space
And wholeness
And holiness
And light.
I cannot lose my moment
I am within the carbon shell
I need to find
My truth with you
And I cannot and should not
Do anything to change
As this is
So perfect
And it is good.

V.

I do not want to lose
Everything
Or anything.
I have lost so much already.
I want only more
I want enough.

I want toilet paper all the time
And enough to eat
And not having the electricity shut off.
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This electric car and nail art,
I wear on my hands
It is an endless striving
It is the wanting more
We both have lost everything
And fought so hard to gain it back.

VI.

I’m speaking to you
From the heart now
I’m serious.

My most important role
Is as a sacred prostitute
Who baptizes artist
With my pussy

I am the Ur-groupie.

That is what I do
That is what I have done.

You are the most important
The final artist 
I shall nurture
The lifeblood
Of my lifeblood.
My family
My partner.
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I love you. 

We will do
Great and beautiful things
Together.
I feel much adventure
And possibility
And promise
With you.
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Just Couldn’t Build Your White Picket Fences

I.

As I’m waiting for you to drop off my stuff.
This Monday
After the funnest weekend ever
Without you.

I think about what I want to say to you
And it goes a little something like this.

I wish you the best.
You’re a good person.
You tried.
I did too
It wasn’t enough.

You don’t approve of:
My religion: Wicca
My disability: Schizoaffective, anxiety and PTSD
The financial arrangement of my income
My mental illness
My body, beautiful as it is and as much as you enjoyed fucking it
My teeth stained as they are by tea and weed
My smeared makeup
My posture
How often I go to the gym
When I let my hair go grey
When I had hair extensions
When I had acrylic nails with nail art
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How much weed I have to smoke to stay healthy.

You don’t approve
 Of so many things
 About me
That it makes me wonder
Why
You want me back.

I think you want me back 
Because you want to change me
into the women you want
You want someone else.
I am setting you free to find her.

II.

I dissolved the love spell that bound you to me.
I put a spell on you
Because
You’re mine.

I put many spells on you
Over the years.

The other morning in meditation
I dissolved the last one
You are free now.

Bruja traviesa
Buena bruja
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Oh Catholic boy,
You’re in over your head.

Your intolerance of my religion
When I was always understanding about yours
When your people
Burned my people
At the stake
Tells me it’s impossible.

That our breakup was sparked by me saying 
I didn’t want to see the Last Witch Hunter
And you saying``
You did
Spoke volumes.

Our bloodlines
Are natural enemies
it can never be.

III.

You always thought I was yours.
I let you believe that.
After a point I was barely tolerating you.
I realized I couldn’t pretend anymore.

IV.

As the Magic 8 Ball says:
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“All signs point to yes”
That you stole my Klonopin 
I’m talking evidence not voodoo. 

I could have died in withdrawals.
Or ended up in the hospital
Or had a seizure.

That you would throw my life away like that
Tells me I can’t date you anymore.
I’m not safe dating anyone
Who would steal my meds.

V.

My life and the failure of my first marriage
Has taught me that all relationships have a lifetime
The lifetime of this relationship is done.

Thank you for everything.
For the trips to Palm Springs
The presents
The steak dinners
The good sex
The movies
The vacation in Zion

We had a lot of good times.
You were a good transitional boyfriend.

Best boyfriend I’ve had so far.
Best male sex I’ve had to far.
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But also my first sober boyfriend
And my first fluid bond
Which makes me wonder what the future holds.

VI.

I am only three years widowed now.

That you would have the nerve
To come into my home
And get angry because
A wedding photo of my wife was on the wall
Then try to get back together with me
On the anniversary of my wife’s death
Is amazingly insensitive.

Of course I said no.

Do you not understand
I need time to grieve
I cannot even think 
About getting married again
It is too soon.

VII.

Go back to match.com
Take women out to dinner
Until you find one who wants to marry you
And have kids with you
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I can never make you happy
You would always take out on me
The destruction of your dreams.

I’m unwilling to keep being your punching bag
I need to end the cycle of abuse.

I am often in abusive relationships.
With you the physical abuse was over
But the emotional abuse was rampant.
My therapist is sure of it,
As am I. 

VIII.

The fact that I have been
So happy
Since we broke up
Tells me
That this is for the best,
Goodbye.
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What Dreams We Had

When we were together
We dreamed
So many dreams
It was as if

We lived in a beautiful illusion
Of our own making.

Deep in my heart
I knew it was all an illusion.
But I let you believe.
And in dreaming
Dreamed with you
For a time.

We dreamed of getting married.
I planned our wedding in my mind:

Palm Springs Courthouse
Only family and a few close friends
Reception at LuLu’s California Bistro
I wear the Louis Verdad couture gown from my first wedding

For so many days
I waited for you to propose
There was a window 
When I would have said yes.

But that window has closed.

When we went to Vegas
Five months ago
I wore a white lace sundress
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Planned to pack my fascinator
Secretly in the lining of my suitcase
Just in case you proposed.
Five months ago

I would have married you
In Vegas
Spur of the moment.
Just like that.

Another spring
We dreamed of having a child
We picked names

Anton Israel
Or Zoe Israel

But my psychiatrist said
I could never go off my psych meds
To have children.
Another dream dashed.

A mid-century condo in Palm Springs
That we looked at on one of our
Last weekends together

Became a real estate fantasy
Where I imagined myself

Happily living with you
And growing old with you
Retiring to Palm Springs

I though that condo
Could save our crumbling relationship.

That day as I swam
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Through crystal blue water
With pink blossoms floating
Right out of tumblr.

But I know now that that is impossible.
It’s just a fantasy.

I dreamed so many dreams, 
With you in love.

We dreamed of a life together.
We practiced.
I would stay in your house wifing it up.

I folded your laundry.
I watched your dogs.
Fell in love with your family
Your friends
And you.

But then I had to awake 
From the dreams we had been dreaming.

Realize that as a disabled widow,
I can’t give up my apartment
And a divorce would be inevitable

Given how emotionally abusive you are
How controlling
How micromanaging
I can’t live like that 24/7.

In divorce I could lose everything.
Be left homeless with far less stuff.
All for love.
All for a dream.
I can’t do that.
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So I left you
To your dreams.

I hope on match.com you find someone else
Who can make your dreams
Into realities

Because I cannot. 
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Shrapnel

I think of you tonight
Coming home from work
Doing motion graphics
Walking your beloved dogs
Watching Forensic Files
Falling asleep at 9 pm
but not before crying
For a dream dashed.

I am naked in my bed
Writing breakup poetry
Listening to Lana Del Rey
Rejoicing in the intoxicating freedom
That I feel without you
That tells me I made the right choice
Wondering what new adventures
My life holds without you.

We are both shrapnel
From the wreckage
Of our relationship
But while my shiny chunk of metal
Flew free and landed in grass
Your chipped chunk
Is in the wrecked car’s grease
Or perhaps in flames
I’ll never know.
You are no longer my problem. 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Am I Manic?

As I rejoice in my newfound freedom
Lolling naked on my bed,
Staying up for days,
Eating haphazard takeout,
Being nocturnal,
Writing breakup poems on energy drinks,
Planning for a big Halloween,
Involving a sexy Donald Trump costume,
That is sexier then my past costumes,

I wonder:
Am I manic?
Is this a problem?
Do I need to medicate this?
Report it to my psychiatrist?

Is my happiness pathological?
For to lose such a good man

And not be in tears
Instead exhilarated for my future,

Is that wrong?

Then I remember
Everyone feels good
When they get out of jail.
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Sayonara, Los Angeles

I.

Upon leaving Los Angeles
October before Trump’s election:
My father’s lung cancer.
Emails about my lease not being renewed for 2017.
Pre-eviction letter from my landlord’s lawyer.
My Hollywood apartment in box Tetris pathways.
Two suitcases of clothes.
One bowl.
One mug.
One fork.
One spoon.
It was bad already.
I didn’t know how bad yet
It was going to get.

An uncertain future.
For better or worse.
I accept what is
Because I must.
Hoping for Reno
To my House of the Rising Sun.
Hoping like a dog at the pound
For a forever home.

II.

Last corner scrapings of highlighter in a Sephora palette.
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Empty Elizabeth and James Nirvana perfume rollerball.
Putting on one pink lip gloss after another
Yet all were empty.
Chapstick as last resort.
White roots growing in
Now left to grow long.
Vow of celibacy.
Vibrator out of batteries.
Scale reading 100 lbs before I pack it away.
Irregular sleep schedules.
Doubled Klonopin and Prozac.
Gaunt, grim-faced selfie
Instagrammed at 9 a.m.

III.

Canceling all further social engagements until I leave.
Canceling my 40th birthday party.
Texts from a friend
Offended I can’t see her before I go.
Texts saying I should “Try harder”
When I am trying as hard as I can.
Friends drop one after another
Until no one is left
In my life.

IV.

Car in the shop for an oil change.
Sunglasses on in the Lyft as I don’t want to talk.
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100% Prime Time markup.
Band billboards in Silver Lake while struggling bands are gentrified out.
Failed presidential candidate bumper stickers on cars.
Bernie was burned to the ground.
Praying for a Hillary win.
Biggest cockroach corpse ever on the apartment steps.
Hungry cat mewling at my feet.
Cockroach corpses floating in her water bowl.
Empty cupboards cleared for an ineffective fumigation.
Still twitching roach corpses smeared all over blank walls.
Holes in eggshell white where paintings once hung.

V.

Scrolling Yandy’s Sexy Costumes online
Not ordering anything.
Not even “Sexy French Fries.”
Not dressing up for Halloween
For the first time ever.
“Sexy Donald Trump” costume
Of last year’s success
Deemed too offensive,
Too scary,
Too real.
Twitterfriend suggests: “Donald Trump Cockroach” costume.
I consider:
Less offensive
Less scary
Less real.
More likely to get me killed
If worn to the wrong party.
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Cockroaches are my past.
I hope they are not my future.
Gay marriage is my past
I hope hate crimes are not my future.
Reno is my future
President Trump is my future.

VI.

I listen:
To Dolly Parton sing “In the Ghetto” and “The Bargain Store”
To Tanya Tucker’s “Spring”
To Kenny Rogers sing “The Gambler” and “Coward of the County.”
To Gloria Gaynor’s “I Will Survive.”
To Iggy Azalea’s “Black Widow.”
Over and over again.
I listen:
To the beat of my heart in fear.
To Anderson Cooper.
To Rachel Maddow.
To Ana Navarro.
I listen:
To Donald Trump say
“Grab ‘em by the pussy,”
Over and over again.
Triggering my rape PTSD.
CNN is always on
Before I return the cable box.

VII.
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On November 8, 2016,
I watch Donald Trump become president.
Yoga, crying in front of CNN.
Freezing Nevada night outside.

I realize Reno
Is the Sierra sanctuary
I need
To hide out in
While my world
Explodes.
I grieve for Los Angeles
Left behind me.
I grieve for Obama’s America
Soon to be gone.
My America
Where I feel
Like
A stranger now.

THE END
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